
Over the last 150 years we have used over 23% of the world’s total oil supplies.FACT:

What’s new?

Subject: Environmental issues

Function: Speculating, future time expressions
Grammar: When, unless, in case, zero and first conditionals

Befor e you open the book …
Write the words Oil crisis on the board and ask students what the phrase means to them (crisis = an urgent
and difficult or dangerous situation). Elicit answers, for example:
1 Only certain countries have oil and that means they have a lot of power over other countries that need oil.

They can put up the price of oil and make it very expensive.
2 Oil is becoming more and more expensive because it’s difficult to find new supplies and we are using more

and more of it.
Tell the class that this Unit is about the oil crisis and about different kinds of energy. Ask students to name as
many sources of energy as possible. Some examples are: oil, petrol, gas, electricity, coal, hydrogen, wind energy,
solar energy, wave energy. Write these words on the board. Tell the class that in this Unit they will learn more
about alternatives to oil. Finally, write the following chart like this on the board:

Check students understand the phrasal verb to run
out (We’ve run out of coffee / milk).

Briefly elicit answers to The BIG question and tell
the class that they are going read more on the
subject. Take the opportunity to teach the words
optimistic (think things will be OK) and pessimistic
(think things will end badly). Ask who feels
optimistic / pessimistic about the oil crisis and count
the show of hands.

Picture notes
The pictures on this page show:
Left — an oil well in Siberia. Russia has some of
the world’s greatest reserves of oil and natural
gas, which gives it a great deal of political
influence in the world. It has also brought

enormous wealth to some Russians, especially
since the oil price rises of 2005-2006.
Top right — a wind farm in which turbines are
producing electricity from wind energy. Many
countries, such as Germany and Denmark are
developing wind power.
Bottom right — a house with solar panels on its
roof. The solar panels produce electricity which
is used to power the house.

2 PREVIEW
Words
Teach the meaning of these phrases: fossil fuels,
alternative energy sources, renewable energy sources.
Elicit the fact that alternative energy / renewable
energy mean more or less the same thing. Use the

Over the last

1 150 years

we have used

(a) 15%

of the world’s total oil supplies.2 100 years (b) 23%

3 50 years (c) 35%

Ask students to choose what they think are the correct answers. Then tell them to open their books and check
the answer by reading the FACT.
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pictures to elicit students’ knowledge about oil,
wind energy and solar energy (see Background
information notes below.) You may want to
elicit the fact that solar panels placed on the roofs
of a house can generate electricity, and that
hydrogen can be used to power cars.

Ask if any forms of energy have been left out.
Students will probably point out that nuclear
energy and hydropower have not been included.
Explain that these are not viewed as alternative
energy sources, but that many governments are in
favour of their use (France has 56 nuclear plants
producing 76% of its electricity). The fact that
hydropower is renewable but not alternative may be
elicited during the discussion and show up the
difference between the two expressions.

Background information / Internet references
Fossil fuels: A fossil is the remains of a once-
living organism. Fossil fuels are fuels made from
the fossilised remains of plants that lived
millions of years ago. Oil, natural gas and coal
are examples of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are a
non-renewable source and burning them
contributes significantly to pollution and global
warming.
Alternative energy sources: Alternative
energy sources do not rely on burning fossil
fuels or nuclear power to provide energy.
Pollution is rarely a problem with alternative
energy sources. Alternative energy sources
include solar power, tidal power, hydroelectric
power and wind power. As yet most alternative
energy sources are not fully economic.
Renewable energy sources: Renewable energy
sources, as their name suggests, can be used
without danger of exhaustion. They include
solar power, wind power, tidal power and
hydroelectric power. They are not without
problems. For example hydroelectric dams
mean flooding very large areas of land, for
example the Three Gorges Dam in China, which
is creating a lake 600 km (375 miles) long and
displacing between 1 and 2 million people from
their homes.
Wind energy: The energy of the wind is
harnessed by means of tall towers supporting
turbines. Many of them are needed to provide

power and collectively they are known as wind
farms. Many people object to wind farms on the
grounds that they look terrible on the
landscape. Another disadvantage is that the
weather is not always windy.
Solar energy: The sun can provide energy to
make electricity and heat. Solar panels are
placed on the roofs of houses. The panels
extract energy from the light of the sun, using
photovoltaic cells that produce electricity, or
from the radiant heat of the sun which heats
water or air in the panels. Like wind energy,
solar energy is limited by its dependence on
sufficient amounts of sunshine.
Hydrogen: Hydrogen can be used as a source of
clean power for transport and houses. In the
most favoured method, hydrogen is turned into
electricity through fuel cells which then power
electric motors. However, at the moment
producing hydrogen uses large amounts of
electricity.
For more information on alternative energy
sources:
www.greenenergy.org.uk
http://www.carbonfootprint.com/
http://www.eere.energy.gov/afdc/altfuel/altfu
els.html
http://www.foe.co.uk/

Language
A These sentences introduce two types of when
clauses:
when + present simple + present simple, used to
refer to general truths, for example:

• When cars burn petrol, they give out
carbon dioxide.

2 PREVIEW Words A / B Answers
A 1 All of them
2 Petrol, oil, and hydrogen are fuels used in cars.
The most commonly used fuels in houses are oil,
gas, electricity, coal, and solar energy.
3 Coal, oil, petrol, natural gas
4 sun / wind / wave energy, hydrogen
5 sun / wind / wave energy, hydrogen
B 1 America, Russia, countries in the Middle
East, such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, Libya
2 America, China
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Unless means except if or if not, for example:
• Unless we do this, the world will face major
energy problems.
To provide more practice, ask students to complete
this sentence in several different ways:
• Unless we find alternative energy sources,
…………

We use in case to refer to the things we do, so
that if a certain situation happens, we are ready for
it, for example:
• We need to find alternative energy sources in

case the oil runs out.
We can use in case to refer to the past, present or
future, for example:
• I took an umbrella in case it rained.
To provide more practice, ask students to complete
these sentences:
1 Bring some warm clothes in case …………
2 I took some money in case ……………
3 Let’s take a small tent in case …………
4 Buy some more milk in case …………

Ideas
A The first quotation refers to the oil-rich states

in the Middle East, such as Saudi Arabia.
• My father rode a camel.
People in these places lived a nomadic life
(moving from place to place) in the desert,
living on very little and riding camels.
• My son flies a jet plane.
With the discovery of oil, these countries have
become very rich.
• His son will ride a camel.
However, one day the oil will run out and the

when + present simple + future simple, used to refer
to a future event, for example:
• When oil production star ts to go down,

prices will go up dramatically.
Point out that with this structure, both parts of the
sentence refer to the future.

To provide more practice, ask students to complete
these sentences:
1 When I feel lonely, I …………
2 When I feel angry, I …………
3 When I feel sad, I …………
4 When I feel hungry, I …………
5 When I feel stressed, I …………
6 When I get home this evening, I …………

B These sentences practise two types of
conditional clause:

The zero conditional, if + present simple + present
simple, referring to general truths:

The first conditional, if + present simple + future
simple, referring to two future events:

To provide more practice, ask students to complete
these sentences:
1 If you heat water, it…………
2 If you throw a piece of wood into water, it

…………
3 If you have flu, you …………
4 If you drink too much alcohol, the next day,

you …………
5 If the weather is very cold, it usually …………
6 If I have a free weekend sometime soon,

I …………

• If things seem alright
at the moment,

most people don’t
worry about the future.

The first event may
happen.

The second event is the
result of the first.

Its meaning is almost identical to the similar
structure above with when.

• If the price of oil
goes up,

renewable energy will
become economic.

The first event may
happen.

The second event is the
result of the first.

2 PREVIEW Language A / B Answers
A 1 The second sentence (When cars burn
petrol…)
2 The first sentence (When oil production
starts…)
3 The first sentence (… prices will go up
dramatically)
B 1 No
2 The first sentence. The present simple is used in
both parts of the sentence.
3 The last three sentences 4 unless 5 (a)

Unit 7Unit 7
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forestry and households can also be used to
produce bio-energy. Bio-fuels can be used for
the production of electricity. Sweden and
Finland supply around 20% of their energy needs
with bio-energy. Over half of new cars sold in
Brazil can run on bio-fuels, mainly alcohol made
from sugar cane. The picture on this page shows
a hydrogen-powered car designed and built by
students at the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA) in 1972. Several car companies
are now building hydrogen-powered cars and
buses. In 2005 California passed a law to start a
Hydrogen Highway project. For information on
the UCLA Project and California’s Project:
http://www.engineer.ucla.edu/history/hydrocar
.html
http://hydrogenhighway.ca.gov/
For information on bio-fuels:
http://www.biofueloasis.com/
http://www.biodiesel.co.uk/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/4581955.stm

This reading text discusses the idea of ‘Peak Oil’
and possible solutions using various alternative
energy sources.
3A Students should show that they understand

specific ideas in the text by choosing one of the
sentences (A to F) for each of the spaces (1 to
5). There is one extra sentence that is not used
(D). This is an activity type used in the
Cambridge ESOL FCE 2008+.

3B Encourage students not to use their dictionaries
but to try and guess meanings from the context.

3C The answers are all in the text with the
exception of question 3 , where students need to
think about the answer.

country will be poor again.
• A drop of petrol in war…
This second quotation refers to the First World
War, when petrol first became very important
as a fuel for military vehicles and aeroplanes.
• The Oil Age will end…
In the third quotation, the suggestion is that
countries will find alternatives to oil long
before oil supplies run out.

B Ask students to talk about their emotional
reactions to these statements. How would it
affect them if the Middle-Eastern states ran out
of oil? How do they feel about the second
statement?

C Plastics are made from petroleum and
consequently many everyday goods are
ultimately made from oil such as plastic bags,
combs, plastic components of computers,
plastic bottles.

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 7, Page 33 SB

Background information / Internet references
Bio-fuel is any fuel that is made from recently
living organisms. Agricultural products grown
for use as bio-fuels include sugar, corn (maize)
and soybeans. Waste from industry, agriculture,

Key words / expressions
• barrel • to consume • dramatic
• drop(n) • major • minister • crop
• to add • petrol • to pollute/pollution(n)
• carbon dioxide • limitless
• quantity • vapour
• to run on = to use something as a fuel, eg
most cars run on petrol / computers run on
electricity.

• peak (n) = the time when something is at its
highest level, eg The artist was at the peak
of his career.

• economic = providing a satisfactory profit, eg
It’s not economic to sell the product at this
price.

• The Stone Age = a period of pre-history when
man’s existence was characterised by the use
of polished stone tools.

• biofuel = fuel made from plant material, eg
wood, straw and ethanol from plant matter.

3 READING A / B / C Answers
A 1 A 2 E 3 B 4 F 5 C (D �)
B 1 barrel 2 crisis 3 crops 4 carbon dioxide

5 economic 6 bio-fuel 7 drop
8 use up 9 run on 1 0 The Stone Age

C 1 The USA uses a quarter of the world’s oil.
2 Experts fear that it will be sometime between
2010 and 2020.
3 Because oil-rich countries will become poor
again, either because the oil is all used up or
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4 TALK ABOUT IT
4A / B An obvious answer to these questions is

that it depends on what a country’s government
has done to set up alternative energy sources. In
Britain, for example, there is debate about
whether a new generation of nuclear power
stations should be built, or whether wind farms
can provide sufficient energy. Those against the
use of nuclear power cite Chernobyl, a city in
the Ukraine which was the scene of the world’s
largest nuclear disaster in 1986. They also point
out that nuclear power plants could become
targets for terrorist attacks, and there is also the
problem of where and how to dispose of the
nuclear waste.

4C During the discussion, students may well point
out that although America is the world’s largest
consumer of oil at present, China’s fast-growing
economy means that it too is using greater and
greater amounts. India’s economy, also growing
fast, is not far behind. America has recently
begun a drive to consume less oil. One of the
ways in which it aims to do this is by
producing hydrogen-powered cars.

4DOne option is to use the car less and take
public transport, walk or bicycle.

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 7, Page 34 SB
The Audio tex t is in the Workbook. The
listening passage involves a discussion between a
journalist, Tony Forbes, and Professor Sopian of the
Advanced Engineering Centre in Malaysia. The
Professor has built an Eco-house that uses energy
from the environment to create electricity and
power. Solar panels create electricity, and rainwater
is collected in a water tank. The electricity from the
solar panels is then used to convert the rainwater

into hydrogen and oxygen. A gas pipe takes the
hydrogen into the house, where it powers the
central heating, cooking and hot water.

Picture notes / Background information
The picture on this page shows the actual Eco-
house built for Professor Kamaruzzaman
Sopian’s project at the Advanced Engineering
Centre of the Universiti Kebangsaan in Malaysia.
There are quite a few references on the
internet to this project (Google Universiti
Kebangsaan Eco-house).
Ecology is the study of the interaction of living
organisms with the environment. The 1960s saw
the beginning of the ecological movement,
which argued that the Earth only has a finite
supply of resources, and that people must learn
to live within these limitations. The argument
also is that humanity is dependent on its
environment and must respect it. So far,
governments have paid little attention to these
arguments, but as the oil and global warming
debates continue, the arguments of the
ecological movement grow stronger.

5A Begin by getting students to look at the picture
and asking what an eco-house is (see
Background information notes above.)
How is the name made up? (=a combination of
the words ecology and house). Elicit or provide a
simple, easily comprehensible answer:
• a house that uses the energy in the
environment to provide electricity and power.
Emphasise to the class that the house (and
professor) actually exist. By this point in the
Unit, students may have learnt enough to give a
very general answer to 5A1 :
• the house has solar panels in order to create
electricity and a hydrogen tank in order to
power the heating etc…
Even if students’ answers aren’t correct, it

because the world no longer needs oil (the latter
seems unlikely!).
4 In case the oil runs out sooner than we expect.
5 Wind farms, bio fuels, hydrogen
6 It is made from electricity and water and can be
produced in limitless quantities. Also, it produces
no pollution.

Key words / expressions
• engineer • traditional • technology
• solar panel • to convert • pipe • tank
• oxygen • to power • stove
• air conditioning • to turn down • design
• to flow • heating

Unit 7Unit 7
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doesn’t matter. Encourage them to speculate.
They may suggest, for example, that rainwater
is collected in order to drink or water the
garden – both very reasonable answers!

5B / C Since the description of how the house’s
energy system works is fairly complex, the
comprehension activities are at a fairly simple
level.

5D In order to help students with this activity, it
could be helpful to play the listening passage
one more time in order for students to
understand how power is created:
• the solar panels create electricity
• the electricity converts the rainwater into
hydrogen and oxygen
• the hydrogen powers the house’s central
heating, hot water, air conditioning, etc.
The pair should argue that the environment
has limited energy resources, and that is why
eco-houses, which use energy from the
environment, are a good idea. The opposing
pair can argue that eco-houses sound very
complicated and are a lot of hard work. They
can question whether eco-houses actually work.
What would happen if the system broke down
in the middle of winter? Supposing there isn’t
enough rainwater or heat from the sun. They
can point out that eco-houses are too
dependent on the environment.

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards Page 60-61
WB
Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. Students may find it hard to play the

part of oil executives who are not worried by or do
not believe there is an oil crisis. If so, they may be
more enthusiastic about a debate between those in
favour of nuclear power stations as a primary source
of electricity and those in favour of renewable
energy sources such as wind power. If you decide to
go this route, it will help students to elicit the
arguments beforehand. Some of the main

5 LISTEN INA / B / C Answers
A 1 (a) To make electricity from the sun
(b) To store hydrogen gas for powering the house
(c) Water is needed to make hydrogen
2 It is a mixture of modern technology and
traditional design
B 1 (f ) 2 (a) 3 (c) 4 (d) 5 (e) 6 (b)
C 1 True 2 False. It’s the first house in the

world to run on hydrogen. 3 True
4 True 5 False. It’s cold. 6 False. The air-
conditioning works too well.

Arguments in
favour of
nuclear energy

Arguments against
nuclear energy

• It’s very
efficient and can
provide
electricity for
large numbers
of people. In
France, 76% of
the energy
comes from
nuclear power
stations.
• It does not
cause short-
term pollution.

• Nuclear energy’s
radioactive waste takes
thousands of years to
become safe. Deciding
where to safely bury
nuclear waste is a huge
problem.
• Nuclear power stations
are very expensive to
build and maintain.
• Nuclear power stations
are potentially very
dangerous. If they blow
up, it is a disaster for the
environment. They are
also a target for terrorists.

Arguments in
favour of
wind power

Arguments against
wind power

• It’s cheap.
• It’s a
renewable
energy source.
• It doesn’t
pollute the
environment.

• Wind farms destroy the
beauty of the landscape.
Many see this as a very
powerful argument.
• The wind doesn’t blow
all the time. Many experts
believe that wind farms
are able to provide only
limited amounts of
electricity.

If students choose to debate the advantages
and disadvantages of nuclear energy over
wind power, take a vote on the matter at the
end of the discussion – it will be interesting
to see the result!
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7 PORTFOLIO WRITING
Explain to the class that their task is to write an
article for an environmental magazine on the oil
crisis and environmental solutions to it. In
preparation for writing the article, take the class
through the Journalist’s Notes, eliciting suggestions
and writing them up on the board in note form.

Writing model

8 CHEMISTRY in English Page 35 SB
Begin by asking who has studied chemistry and to
what level. Tell the class that although the text may
look scary, it’s not as difficult as it looks and the
diagram will help. Also say that during this session
classes will learn the words for some basic concepts
in chemistry.

Write the words hydrogen and oxygen on the
board and elicit the fact that they are gases. Explain
that they are elements and cannot be divided
further (except, in the case of hydrogen, by nuclear
fission!). Elicit examples of substances that are not
elements such as water (H20), or carbon dioxide
(C02). Teach the word atom, and the fact that
elements, like oxygen, only have one kind of atom.

Ask students what they know about greenhouse
gases, acid rain, air pollution and global warming.
You will probably find that they know quite a lot.
Teach key vocabulary items. Ask students to look at
the diagram. Teach the phrase oil refinery. Ask
students to try and explain the diagram. They
should be able to explain that when crude oil is
heated, different substances are produced at
different temperatures. Explain that these different
substances are called fractions. You may now decide
to teach certain key words in the text, for example,
microscopic creatures / plastics. However, students
should now be ready to approach the text with
confidence.

Background information / Internet reference
Greenhouse effect: a term used to describe
the heating of the atmosphere due to the
presence of greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide. The presence of these gases means
that the sun’s heat is unable to escape back
into space. Instead, the gases absorb some of
heat and this heat warms the Earth. This effect
is similar to what happens in a greenhouse,
where the glass traps heat and warms the air.
Global warming: the gradual increase in
temperature of the Earth’s lower atmosphere as
a result of the increase in greenhouse gases.
Air pollution: Pollution of the air caused by
waste gases from vehicles, factories etc.
Acid rain: Polluted rainfall caused by the
burning of fossil fuels. Acid rain damages
forests, soils and lakes.
For more information on the greenhouse effect:
http://www.newscientist.com/channel/earth/cl
imate-change

Many countries are realising that they have a
big problem. They depend on oil for their
energy, but there is an oil crisis. If you live in a
country that produces huge amounts of oil such
as Saudi Arabia, then there is no real problem
yet, although the oil will run out one day.
However, if you live in a country that does not
produce oil, then you are dependent on oil-rich
countries for your oil supplies, and sooner or
later the oil will become more and more
expensive.

The solution is to start using alternative
energy sources, because they are renewable
and do not pollute the environment. There are
many different kinds of alternative energy.
Wind energy is cheap and we can certainly use
it to supply some of our energy needs.
Scientists are developing hydrogen-powered
cars and people will probably start using them
in the next ten years. We will also see the use
of cars that run on biofuel, which is cheap and
does not pollute the air. The problem at
present is that alternative technologies are not
yet good enough. This is not a reason to ignore
alternative technologies. It simply means that
we must invest a lot of money in these
technologies now so that we can develop them
quickly.

In conclusion, I believe that if we invest
the necessary money in alternative energy
sources, in ten years’ time we will no longer
find that we have an ‘oil crisis’.
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Key words / expressions, first text
• to form • million • creature
• combination • carbon • to divide
• gas • liquid • atom
• crude oil = oil in its raw form, as it comes
out of the ground

• hydrocarbon = chemical compound made of
hydrogen and carbon, eg gas, oil

• element = a substance that consists of only
one type of atom, eg hydrogen, oxygen

• microscopic = very small
• oil refinery = a factory where oil is treated
to produce different substances

• diesel oil = fuel used in diesel engines

Key words / expressions, second text
• product • fossil fuels (oil, coal, gas)
• formula • plastic • polymer • increase
• poisonous • greenhouse gases
• air pollution • acid rain • global warming
• oil rig = a large structure used to dig for oil
and gas

• gasoline (AmE) = petrol (BrE)
• molecular = a very small group of atoms that
form a particular substance

9 YOUR TOPIC
Read the notes about how to develop a YOUR
TOPIC activity in the Introduction.
This task gives students the opportunity to give a
three-minute talk in pairs. The example given as
the topic for the talk does not have to be used. By
this point in the Unit, students may want to talk
about something different! Encourage them to
choose their own topic, but say that it should be on
the issue of energy and / or pollution. They may,
for example, decide to discuss global warming.

Explain to students that while Pair A is
preparing their talk, Pair B should be preparing
their own talk, as when Pair A’s talk is finished, you
will expect Pair B to give a three-minute talk too.
Rather than prepare their notes for their talk in
class, students may prefer to do the preparation for
homework. If this is the case, and they have access
to the internet, encourage them to go online to get
information.

10 Your answer:
By now, students will be a lot more able to answer
this question than they were at the beginning of the
Unit and should enjoy a class discussion on the
subject. One approach to the discussion is to ask
the class to put themselves into one of the
following categories:

1 Very worried about the oil crisis
2 Worried about the oil crisis
3 Not very concerned about the oil crisis
4 Completely unconcerned about the oil crisis

Students then have to explain the reasons for their
position and the consequences of their position, for
example, if they are very worried about the oil
crisis, and what ideas do they have to help the
situation? If they are not very concerned, what
ideas do they have for transport when oil is too
expensive to use?

Workbook answers Pages 16-17
WB
1 Language:when, unless, in case, zero and first
conditionals
1 A 1 it creates 2 will explain 3 will 4 turns

8 CCHHEEMMIISSTTRRYY iinn EEnngglliisshh A / B / C
Answers

A Answers in Key words / expressions and
Background information above.

B Gases:  hydrogen, methane, carbon
monoxide, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, dioxin, methane (natural gas)

Elements: carbon, hydrogen

Pollution:  greenhouse gases – carbon monoxide,
sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide,
pollution from oil rigs, ships at sea, dioxin

C 1 Microscopic creatures that were under the
sea millions of years ago
2 The different gases and liquids that are
created when crude oil is heated.
3 Methane
4 Burning fossil fuels produces gases.
5 They cause air pollution and acid rain and
increase global warming.
6 A very poisonous gas called dioxin is
produced.
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1 B 1 build / will supply    2 continues / will
increase    3 drop / sinks    4 do not water /
dies

1 C 1 it gets cold    2 it will be too late    3 you
won’t understand    4 there’s a lot of traffic    
5 I had to wait

2 Use of English
2A 1 Have we got enough petrol?

2 You’d better fill up the petrol tank as it is very
low.
3 There’s a tank in the garden that collects
rainwater.
4 Crude oil is heated in a refinery.
5 By 2014, China may consume 14 million
barrels a day.

2B 1 why   2 life   3 which   4 depends   5 and   
6 gone   7 If   8 also   9 needed   1 0 cost

3 Portfolio writing
Students’ own answers

4 Connections
4A 1 alternative    2 used up    3 run on    

4 economic    5 give out    6 resources

4B
4C 1 (d) the environment  2 (a) economy  

3 (f ) affect  4 (c) industrialised  5 (e) work   
6 (b) developing

to convert / to
change

to face / to
confront

to give out /
to emit

to carry / to
transport 

to rise / to go
up 

to create / to
make
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